
From last time we observed that the essential (Dirichlet) BC can be satisfied for the discrete solution uh by writing it 
as a summation of a particular solution           that satisfies the essential BC and n (number of unknowns) basis 
functions                                                                that satisfy     the HOMOGENEOUS essential BC
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Energy methods
Motivation
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Example:

In many practical case (not all) we don't need to calculate the second derivative as it's often positive.

Hot to calculate the potential energy for a continuum system
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We basically need to calculate the increment (similar to derivative of functions of real number) of potential 
energy         to obtain the exact solution.

1. Useful links for energy method (not necessary to apply energy approach in the derivation of weak statement) – link Functional optimization: How an equation for first variation of a functional (e.g. 
equations 93, 95 on slide 78) can be derived. You clearly do not need to read this document for this course and this is only provided as a related material for students that want to understand the logic 
behind the derivation of equations 93, 95. – link Exact calculation of total, first, and second variations for a simple example: In this document the total variation of the energy functional for the bar 
problem is directly calculated. The first and second variations are directly obtained and higher variations are zero for thissimple functional. It is observed that the first variation is exactly the same as 
what we would have obtained by equation 96 on slide 78.

From <http://rezaabedi.com/teaching/me-517-finite-elements/> 

For a beam problem we can show that V is
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http://rezaabedi.com/wp-content/uploads/Courses/FEM/FunctionalOptimum.pdf
http://rezaabedi.com/wp-content/uploads/Courses/FEM/EnergyMethodDirectMinimization.pdf
http://rezaabedi.com/teaching/me-517-finite-elements/


Whereas I had mentioned that the potential energy of the exact solution is less than equal to the 
energy of ALL trial functions?
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